A TIME-TRAVEL STORY SET ACROSS
THE MULTIVERSE
A LAW OF CONSTANTS, A STORY OF REDEMPTION
"A Law of Constants" is the passion-project Author & Novelist A.P. Miller always
wanted to write! The Science Fiction novel explores the Many Worlds Theory
proposed by Erwin Schrödinger. The book tells the story of Special Investigations
Agent Derek Foster as he hunts down the Redeemer, a man who threatens the very
fabric of time & space with his crusade to right his greatest wrong.

"There are some things that
will always happen, no matter
what universe you are in. The
oceans will always form, the
dinosaurs will always go
extinct, & there are some
people you will always have
to deal with."
-Tennant's Law of Constants
A Science Fiction novel about
the lengths one man will go
to right his greatest wrong &
how hard others will fight
back to stop him from
destroying everything!
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In his travels across the Multiverse, the Redeemer has seen a universe where the
United States shook apart into three different countries, a universe where Canada
colonized South America, & has encountered Derek Foster in every single one of
them. Derek doesn't understand the Redeemer doesn't care about the damage
done, he has a singular mind of getting back to his home universe to correct his
greatest mistake - the problem is the science of time travel doesn't tell anyone
how to land at an exact destination.
The underlying notion about the novel is redemption. Can one person be too lost
to be salvaged? Is it possible to be so ruined beyond use? Derek struggles with
having to identify his girlfriend's body, then having to see her in the flesh again.
The Redeemer struggles with his biggest mistake being too much. The book was
designed to be a journey of exploration, in many senses of the idea.
A.P. Miller is a huge fan of Science Fiction, specifically time-travel stories like
"Terminator," "the Time Machine" by H.G. Wells, & the seminal X-Men classic
"Days of Future Past." A.P. drew upon his super-fandom of the subject, & desire to
contribute a powerful story to the genre, when writing his latest novel.

REVIEWS & PRAISE
"Great book can't put it down.. A.P Miller books always are an easy buy worth the money."
"Loved the high concept and multiverse traveling. Great characters, mayhem from start to
finish, and some truly touching moments woven in. Smart and sharp with the science and
the multiple continuities."
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